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Abstract. Ontology in philosophy is a philosophical perception related to what
and how. Legal norms that affirm people’s rights to a good and healthy environ-
ment as a form of state responsibility and obligation have basically been regulated
in Article 28 (h) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. On the
other hand, Environmental law is a functional field of law, which is a field of
law that contains provisions of state administrative, criminal and civil law. Prob-
lems in the environment occur because of destruction and or pollution so that a
good and healthy environment cannot be guaranteed anymore and causes losses to
other parties. One option for resolving environmental disputes is to use civil law
instruments where the application of civil law rules is primarily to provide more
legal protection for the natural environment/forest as well as victims who suffer
losses as a result of forest destruction. Therefore, this study aims to examine the
philosophy of liability in an environmental dispute related to Indonesian Law.
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1 Introduction

Legal norms that affirm people’s rights to a good and healthy environment as a form of
state responsibility and obligation have basically been regulated in Article 28 (h) of the
1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. Quality. This is also an implication of
the state’s obligation to realize the prosperity of the people as regulated in Article 33
of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. The state’s obligation to realize
the greatest prosperity of the people shows the people’s right to benefit from the natural
resources that exist in Indonesia and the position of the state is good in terms of both
the concept of a state of law and the concept of a welfare state, have the obligation to
regulate, manage and protect the rights to natural resources so that they can be utilized
for the achievement of people’s welfare which is one of the goals of the state contained
in the Preamble to the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. The existence
of the state’s efforts to protect the environment which has implications for the necessity
to formulate an integrated and comprehensive policy to maintain the survival of the
Indonesian nation.
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Regulations are made to accommodate all conditions and opportunities for the emer-
gence of other conditions that cause harm to the community and provide regulations on
what is mandatory and what cannot be done. The act of deviating from the provisions of
the regulations that have been made then gives birth to accountability in the resolution
of environmental disputes.

2 Research Method

This research is a normativelegal research. This research will examine and analyze the
philosophy of liability in an environmental dispute related to Indonesian Law.

3 Discussion

3.1 Enviromental Law Situation

One option for resolving environmental disputes is to use civil law instruments where the
application of civil law rules is primarily to provide more legal protection for the natural
environment/forest as well as victims who suffer losses as a result of forest destruction.
In addition to these functions, in relation to environmental issues, civil law has two
other functions, namely through civil law, obedience to environmental law norms can be
enforced, both private and public law. Civil law can provide the determination of norms
in environmental issues 206.

The environment is a field that has special characteristics that are different from other
fields so that environmental cases also have distinctive characteristics in their handling,
especially because of the position of the right to the environment as a right recognized in
the constitution. In addition, the existence of the environment as a field that has excesses
and a large impact on society, the causes of environmental disputes that are multisource
(many sources) and linkages with various scientific disciplines cause environmental
cases to become one of the special and distinctive cases with characteristics. Different
in their handling.

Environmental problems are very crucial problems and have their own characteris-
tics that distinguish them from other problems. This has a relationship and is related to
the problem of evidence at the time of the dispute. Environmental protection and man-
agement is a fundamental aspect of the sustainability and assurance of various types of
human rights, such as the right to life, the right to a decent life, and the right to health
and a clean environment. Therefore, the environment is seen as an instrumental variant
of the general conception of human rights, namely that humans or citizens have the right
to a healthy and clean environment. Legal protection of the environment (especially in
Indonesia) is still based on human interests whose rights are recognized for a proper
environment. Destruction and/or pollution of the environment is seen as something that
is legally wrong because of the impact that violates human rights, not because it violates
the rights of nature (the environment itself).

Environmental law is a functional field of law, which is a field of law that contains
provisions of state administrative, criminal and civil law. LawNo. 32 of 2009 is the main
formal source of environmental law in Indonesia which contains legal provisions and
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legal instruments as contained in the previous law plus the content of new legal norms
and legal instruments. Law of Evidence in Environmental Disputes.

Problems in the environment occur because of destruction and or pollution so that
a good and healthy environment cannot be guaranteed anymore and causes losses to
other parties. From the case of environmental destruction and/or pollution, finally an
environmental dispute ensued in which to fight for a good and healthy environment.
Article 1 number 25 of the PPLH Law affirms that environmental disputes are disputes
between two or more parties arising from activities that have the potential and or have
an impact on the environment. Thus, the source of environmental disputes is the event
of pollution and or environmental destruction.

3.2 Civil Law Procedures and Its Impact to Environmental Disputes

The Civil Code gives a signal regarding the attachment of judges to valid evidence
as previously stated that in a civil procedure process, it does not rely on the judge’s
belief but on the ability of the parties to present evidence. This is what causes a judge’s
decision- making in civil courts to be based on legal evidence according to law. To be
able to realize the legal objectives in the form of justice, benefit and legal certainty, the
legal protection of the rights of the community must really be able to accommodate any
existing developments including the determination of evidence in environmental cases as
previously stated regarding the many complexities in handling disputes. Environmental
law.

Axiology comes from the Greek, namely axios which means value and logos which
means knowledge. So axiology is a theory of value or in general it is stated that axiology
is basically a theory of value related to the usefulness and knowledge gained.

Natural resources make a major contribution to development, but on the other hand,
the sustainability of their availability is often neglected. Likewise, the rules that should
be adhered to as a basis in carrying out the management of a business and or activities
supporting the development of the economic sector are not given much attention. As
a result, there is a tendency for a decrease in the carrying capacity of the environment
and the depletion of the available natural resources as well as a decrease in the quality
of the environment. Management of natural resources and the environment that is not
carried out in accordance with their carrying capacity can lead to food, water, energy
and environmental crises.

The problem of environmental damage and the consequences it causes is not a
new thing. It is easy to know what types of environmental damage are and what the
consequences are, for example, overexploitation of nature and excessive logging of
forests can cause floods, landslides and scarcity of clean water, dumping industrial waste
into rivers can cause fish deaths and damage habitat, the use of dynamite to catch fish
can damage coral reefs and marine life and many more common causes and effects in
the environment.

Environmental pollution is basically a condition of the entry of living things, sub-
stances, energy, and/or other components into the environment by human activities so
that they exceed the established.

environmental quality standards. This can be seen in the general provisions in Article
1 of Law no. 32 of 2009. Environmental destruction is the act of a person causing
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direct or indirect changes to the physical, chemical, and/or biological characteristics of
the environment so that it exceeds the standard criteria for environmental damage. A
decrease in the quantity and quality of the environment is a negative impact of a business
or human activity, which is often known as environmental impact. This is also regulated
in Article 1 of Law no. 32 of 2009.

The environment as a unitary space with all objects, state power, and living things,
including humans and their behavior, which form an order in the form of an ecosystem is
strongly influenced by human resourceswhohave the privilege of science and technology
(science and technology). The limitless exploitation by humans who armed with science
and technology, this is the main goal of the PPLH Law, namely through integrated
environmental management in its utilization, recovery and development.

Environmental pollution comes from various sources, both from natural activities or
processes and human activities.Activities or natural processes include volcanic eruptions
that emit dust particles that pollute the air. Nature can be a source of pollution but it is
relatively rare and generally has local and transient impacts. The main environmental
pollution is actually from various human activities such as household and individual
activities, industry, agriculture, and transportation. The pollution continues and its impact
continues to be felt, even some of them have a broad or global impact.

Environmental damage in Indonesia is gettingmore andmore alarming day by day. In
fact, it has endangered the life and life of every living being in and around it. Including
the lives of future generations. This also has an impact on the emergence of natural
imbalances that have a negative impact on human life and of course a disaster for the
environment itself. For example the occurrence of floods, landslides, acid rain, soil
pollution, river and sea pollution, forest damage, the earth’s temperature is getting hotter
due to the greenhouse effect that can cause global warming, as well as various diseases
that can attack humans such as shortness of breath, cancer, lung, skin diseases, and
various other diseases. With the promulgation of Law No. 32 of 2009 it can be said that
the Constitution has placed a good and healthy environment as a guarantee of the human
rights of citizens as regulated in Article 28H of the 1945 Constitution.

The causes of environmental damage cannot be separated from economic problems,
especially with the unwise use of natural resources for business purposes. The absence
of the responsibility of business actors to carry out unlimited exploitation of nature is
the cause of the increasing number of pollution and/or environmental damage. Apart
from economic motivation, environmental damage cannot be separated from the unwise
use of technology. The things above show that nature has been used as a tool to satisfy
human needs.

Utilization of nature wisely and responsibly and does not cause damage so that the
use of nature is basically 2 (two), namely exploitation and constructive. Exploitation is
the use of natural resources that is not followed by environmental preservation. While
constructive is taking natural productswisely, namely the use ofwhich is accompanied by
efforts to preserve and renew. Taking into account its sustainability, it must be followed
by renewing actions and behaviors that affect the presence of pollution problems and
environmental sustainability.

Furthermore, it was also stated that various problems including erosion, flooding,
abrasion of sea water, health problems as a result of various forms of pollution have
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begun to be felt at this time. In the future, if there is no control and changes in people’s
attitudes, it can be expected that the problem will become more severe. In addition, the
scarcity of natural resources has not yet been felt, and will probably be felt in the future.
In rural communities, problems can come from pollution of the environment where they
live and rivers because they have not cultivated a healthy lifestyle, pollution of water
and soil by the use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers, erosion in upstream areas
on critical land and sloping land without using terraces, shifting farming systems. And
illegal logging.

3.3 The Environmental Disputes Philosophy

The problem of pollution and or damage in the harmony of environmental sustainability
is also a problem in the national scope. This is due to the influence of activities regarding
the success of sustainable national development, especially success in the long term,
so that better welfare can also be enjoyed by future generations. The emergence of
pollution and or environmental damage due to human activities or a group of humans
will certainly deal with humans and other groups of humanswho suffer losses due to such
damage. This is where the emergence of a dispute in environmental issues, and in this
dispute the aggrieved party asks for accountability from the adverse party. Sociologically,
accountability in environmental disputes arises due to the emergence of conditions that
do not carry out the responsibility of one party in maintaining the environment.

The description of the ontological, epistemological and axiological aspects associ-
ated with accountability in the settlement of civil disputes shows that in a philosophical
view, humans are essentially what is in their conscience, then use their minds in living
life to realize their happiness but they limit themselves in their freedom to give happiness
to his life and to the lives of others.

The conclusion of the philosophy of accountability in this environmental dispute is
that the philosophical aspect of accountability in environmental disputes is a right that
is born because of the existence of humans as beings who are conscientious, intelligent,
conscious and free who use their conscience, reason, awareness and freedom (ontologi-
cal). Where the fulfillment is based on statutory regulations (epistemological) to realize
justice, legal certainty and benefit (axiological).

4 Conclusion

The philosophy of accountability in environmental disputes is a right that is born because
of the existence of humans as creatures who are conscientious, intelligent, conscious and
free who use their conscience, reason, awareness and freedom (ontologically) where
the fulfillment is based on laws and morals. (epistemological) to realize justice, legal
certainty and benefit (axiological) that is sustainable.
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